Preliminaries
In this paper we give one example of discrete inequality for functions of n independent variables which can be treated as some generalization of the discrete analogy of Wirtinger's inequality. We present one theorem which contains as a special cases both result obtained by Pachpatte'in [2] .
In the paper we shall use the following notions. Throughout the paper n is fixed positive integer greater than one. N denotes the set of positive integers and R the set of reals. In the sequel the following cartesian product will be used . It is not difficult to define AjG(x) in the case j < i. The above operator in relation to the function g{x) is called second order difference and is denote by A^x). Therefore A?^(x) = A}(A^(x)). It can be observed that A¡ jg(x) = Aj { g (x) . Following this way we can define higher order differences by the recurrence formula 
, ij).
Let a G A(n,k), instead of Aj^ 0jk <7(x) we shall write A|g(x) Till T7*l 2 771 "
We shall say, a real valued function g defined on N^-^ is of the class
fs(l,x 2 ,...,x") = ... = g(x\,...,x n _i, 1) = 0 \ 9(1^1 + l,x 2 ,...,x n ) = ... = </(xi,...,x n _i,m n + 1) = 0 for all xi e N mi+1 ,...,
for some 1 < ij < ... < ij < n, and let 
We use the customary convention si
a€A(n,k)
Now we recall two elementary inequalities which hold for real numbers. Let C be any subset of N r x N r , and consider the sum didj where d t , t = 1 ,...,r are real constants. In this sum every element dt appears Ct -times, where Ct is defined by (1) . For arbitrary product didj we have (1) and (9) respectively.
Proof. Let us take arbitrary q 6 Nr, k € Nn, a 6 A(n,k), For this by (4) we have * OJk -i
Va k =l
Summing as long as the first inner sum will be we obtain the following form of the summation expression the form the sign does nor change. In both the cases the order of difference decreases and the last variable of the function f q which was till denoted by j/j would be now Xj. Since we have z sum of the type with m^ as the upper limit of summation therefore we get finally x 01 -1 mi,
From this we have 
